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Pattern artist Angie Grace brings you 50 compellingly curious original coloring patterns suitable for

adults and older children. In this volume you'll find winding whirls, twining twirls and delightful

doodads, all presented in Angie's unique and whimsical pattern art style. Artwork is printed on one

side of the page only and has been drawn with marker artists and colored pencil fans in mind.

(Crayon artists, keep your sharpener handy â€“ or visit Angie's author page to find her special

edition Quirky companion books that contain drawings sized perfectly for crayons and wide tipped

markers.)
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What a marvelous book, full of flowing, meticulously detailed, flawlessly balanced, intricate patterns

in square form. Mesmerizing and intricate if you purchased Balance and loved it you will also love

this book, maybe even more. You will want to color every single illustration.Angie Graceâ€™s

illustrations in this book bring out your imagination, stimulate your senses and creativity, and as you

become engaged in the enjoyable activity of Coloring, it calms you and almost immediately starts

reducing your stress level.This book is a perfect addition to your coloring library, college students, or

adults who enjoy intricate coloring, and a much easier way to reduce stress than going to the gym.1.

This lovely square book is 8 Ã‚Â½ â€œx 8 Ã‚Â½ â€œ, with 50 (6 7/8â€•W x 6 7/8â€• H) square,

balanced, very detailed illustrations, which are printed one per page, the back side of each page is



blank.2. The paper is about twice as heavy as good printer paper,3. I tested Fiskars Gel Pens, and

both Crayola and Prisma colored pencils worked well, the colors laid down bright and smoothly

making this a joy to color. The Fiskars Gel Pens did not bleed through.4. Irma Scribbler Get Ink

Pens, Sharpie ultra fine markers, Pentel fine point markers, Bic Mark it ultra fine markers, Triplus

Fineliner, Triplus Fibre Tip pens and Crayola markers leach through the paper, just put an extra

piece of paper behind the page you are coloring and leave it there until your picture is dry.5. You will

need to use colored pencils, Gel pens, or ultra fine markers with these illustrations.TIP: If you love

this book you might also like Angieâ€™s coloring book Balance.

Quirky is the newest Angie Grace coloring book. It is intriguing with both difficult and interesting

pages to color.

I have quickly become addicted to Angie Grace's Patterns coloring book series for fine-tipped

markers and colored pencils. She is a gifted design artist and outdoes herself with each new

volume. The designs are delightful, each book containing an assortment of easier but still

challenging designs with bigger spaces, to designs with very intricate, tiny spaces. All her designs

are delightful and it is hard to decide which to color next. This book is not for the faint of heart. It is a

challenging and very fun book and I highly recommend it to creative colorists.

Another delightful book by Angie Grace that I am enjoying coloring. I happen to like coloring

repeated patterns, especially if there is a lot of detail. I get to practice being relaxed and focused at

the same time. And that's what I like about Angie Grace's coloring books; lots of possibilities to

enjoy creating with shading done by either colored pencils or alcohol markers. No two finished

designs will be the same.Some of the particulars of this coloring book:~ self published by Angie

Grace~ generous count of 50 designs~ 8.5" x 8.5" square book~ designs are 7"x7"~ each design

has a border frame~ pages are not perforated and have to be cut out of the book if you want to

share around the coloring table or display~ each design has a dedicated page~ blank on the back~

good quality paper, takes to coloring pencils the best, though there might be some indentations on

the paper~ the paper is absorbent, so any wet medium such as alcohol and gel markers will likely

bleed through~ excellent printing resolution

My favorite of Angie Grace's so far. A great selection of pictures with really small details and a few

with larger. Angie Grace is always my go to for coloring.



Absolutely beautiful! My favorite coloring book so far! This book is great to use with friends or alone.

This book has inspired "girl nights" with coloring books, snacks, conversation and wine! Kind of like

a book club with a book that provides its own activity! On regular nights, it provides hours of

de-stressing. I am truly enjoying coloring as a adult!

What a great way to spend a lazy relaxing afternoon (or long car or plane ride). I love the patterns

and designs. They take forever but that's the idea. Every picture becomes its own masterpiece.

I purchased the Sampler by Angie Grace first, so I had a good idea which book I would like the

most. I then ordered the Quirky book and have a couple more in my wish list.I love the size of the

book. It is a small, square book, but it is the perfect size for me. I am injured and if the book is too

big, or rectangular, it is hard for me to manipulate. Coloring is so much easier for me with this

book.The patterns are very interesting. I like that each page is one sided. I put a piece of copy paper

behind the page I am going to color so if my pens bleed it will not mess up the next picture.I use

fined tipped Sharpie Ultra Fine Markers, Crayola Super Tips and US Art Supply Colored pencils.It is

great to sit, relax and just color. It is very calming and stress free.
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